LOVE ALWAYS RINGS TWICE
Erotic novel

Mencía Yano
After twenty years and a divorce, Uxía and Manuel meet again and
this time they will try to stay together. A story of reencounters and
second chances, of the struggle to maintain the love flame burning of
an unmatched passion. A novel that will reveal you that love always
rings twice.

Synopsis
Can your teenage love be the man of your life?
Uxía and Manuel met when they were students, and lived an intense and innocent
youth love, the first one for both, that left an indelible mark on them.
But they broke up because Uxía had a secret she could not reveal. They splitted up
and Manuel left heartbroken.
Twenty years later, chance plays its cards and their paths cross again. Will the heavy
burdens of the past crush their relationship again? Will they be able to give a second chance to a High School love?
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Sales pitch
-This novel tells the story of a passionate love affair with a bit of indispensable eroticism. Past
and present are interwined through all the book in order to tell us the story of their present
mature love relationship and of the teenage love they shared in their youth.
-The reader identifies easily with these characters because they are credible and charming,
because they live ordinary lives and their stories are commonplace; they could happen to
anybody.
- With Love always rings twice, the reader can experience first hand some of the most famous
events of the 80s, such as the 23F military coup d’etat, “la Movida Madrileña”-The Madrilenian Scene-, and the fire that devastated the Alcalá 20 discotheque.
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- The author is a prestigious writer with a strong presence in social networks and the blogosphere. She is very courteous to her followers, and has previously published Magnolias for
Andrea (Tombooktu, 2014) and The winter that changed us (self-published, 2013). She also
contributed two stories to the anthology 152 White Roses (editorial Divalentis).
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